
                  American Telecommunications Certification Body Inc.
                                               6731 Whittier Ave, McLean, VA 22101

June 16, 2003

RE:  REMEC Inc.

FCC ID: I2ODPA4040E

After a review of the submitted information, I have a few comments on the above referenced Application.

1) It appears that the request for confidentiality is to cover the a) Block Diagram, b) Schematics, c) BOM, and d)
Theory of Operation.  However these items are not listed consistently throughout the letter.  Please correct the
letter for consistency so it is clear what items this request is to cover.

2) The FCC has started requiring devices that operate on Part 22H/24E to provide bandedge testing for each
block edge.  This requires that Part 22H devices be tested at bandedges occurring at bands A, B, A', & B'.
Part 24E require bandedge testing at edges of bands A, B, C, D, E, & F.  Please provide additional bandedge
data for this device as necessary.  Please note that it is only necessary to perform this for the worse case
modulation. The worse-case modulation accepted by the FCC is considered the one with the widest
bandwidth since that will require the greatest 1% measurement RBW to be used.    Note that additional data
(other than what has already been provided) for other tests such as spurious emissions, power, or other
antenna conducted tests are not required.

3) The worse case data for the spurious antenna conducted given in the test report does not match the
summary given on page 7 of 15.  Please correct.

Timothy R. Johnson
Examining Engineer

mailto:  tjohnson@AmericanTCB.com

The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above referenced application.
Failure to provide the requested information may result in application termination. Correspondence should be
considered part of the permanent submission and may be viewed from the Internet after a Grant of Equipment
Authorization is issued.

Please do not respond to this correspondence using the email reply button.  In order for your response to be processed
expeditiously, you must submit your documents through the AmericanTCB.com website. Also, please note that partial
responses increase processing time and should not be submitted.

Any questions about the content of this correspondence should be directed to the sender.


